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Abstract

Raman scattering spectra of the single crystalline PrRu4P12 have been measured in the temperature region between
1.5 K and 300 K. Below TMI, new peaks appear at phonon region and these peaks are assigned as the Raman-active
phonons with Pm3̄ symmetry. While, the broad spectra in the lower energy region than 200cm−1 become sharp
below TMI and the detailed polarization measurements conclude that these are the crystal field excitations(CF) due
to two-different Pr sites. Furthermore, temperature dependence of the CF energy levels for Pr2 has been clarified.
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Filled skutterudite of PrRu4P12 undergoes a metal-
insulator(M-I) transition at TMI � 60 K[1], where the
structural transition also occurs. In spite of several in-
vestigations of resistivity[1], electron diffraction[2], and
band calculation[3], the mechanism of the M-I transi-
tion is still unclear. For Raman scattering[4], we have
reported that the possible symmetry of the low temper-
ature phase is Pm3̄, judging from the number of the ob-
served phonons. Furthermore, the phonon energy and
line width also change at around 35K, where the re-
sistivity shows inflection[1], and other additonal peaks
below 200cm−1 have been assigned as the CF excita-
tions. In this report, we have measured detailed Raman
scattering spectra of the CF excitations in PrRu4P12.

The crystal symmetry is Im3̄ for the metal phase
T > TMI. Raman-active phonons in this symmetry are
ΓR = 2Ag + 2Eg + 4Tg, where Ag, Eg, and Tg denote
the irreducible representations. These phonons corre-
spond to the vibrations of pnicogen atoms. The symme-
try of the phonons is determined by the following po-
larization geometries: Ag phonons appear for the (x,x)
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geometry, Eg in (x,x) and (x+y,x-y), and Tg in (x,y).
In the notation of (α,β), α and β are the polarization
directions of incident and scattered light, respectively.
In this study, x and y correspond to the crystal axes of
[1,0,0] and [0,1,0], respectively. The experimental de-
tails of the present experiments have already been re-
ported in the previous report[4].

Figure 1 shows the representative temperature de-
pendence of the Eg spectra of PrRu4P12. The observed
spectra can be mainly divided into two energy region;
the energy region above and below 200cm−1. For the
higher energy region than 200cm−1, two Eg peaks,
marked by solid arrows, are Raman-active phonons in
the high temperature phase (Im3̄). Below TMI, two ad-
ditional phonon peaks (dotted arrows) appear. Since
they satisfy the polarization dependence of the Eg sym-
metry, they are assigned as the Raman-active phonons
in the Pm3̄. The observation of new phonons is the ex-
perimental evidence of the structural phase transition
at TMI.

For the lower energy region than 200cm−1, several
peaks, marked by triangles, are very broad for T > TMI

and becomes sharp for T < TMI as shown in Fig.1. Fig-
ure 2 shows the polarization dependence of the lower
energy region spectra at 5K. We have assigned the
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peaks as the CF excitations in the previous report,
because of the poor polarization dependence and the
good energy agreement with the CF excitation energy
reported by Iwasa et al[5].

The site symmetries of Pr at corner (Pr1) and body-
center (Pr2) become inequivalent below TMI. The re-
ported CF energy schemes are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
The observed peaks corresponds to the transition be-
tween the CF levels and the corresponding transition,
marked by A-D, are shown by solid and dotted arrows
for Pr1 and Pr2, respectively. The polarization selec-
tion rule for the CF excitations are obtained as follows.
For Pr1, only one excitation named A peak from Γ1 to
Γ

(1)
4 has been clearly observed and its symmetry is Tg.

For Pr2, three clear peaks have been observed and are
named as B, C, and D peaks. The B peak transition of
Γ

(2)
4 -Γ1 is Tg, the C peak Γ

(2)
4 -Γ

(1)
4 Ag+Eg+Tg, and the

D peak Γ1-Γ23 Eg. These observed peaks satisfy above
polarization selection rule, in spite of the small amount
of oblique intensity due to misalignment of crystal axes
setting. Therefore, this polarization dependence sup-
ports that the A-D peaks are the excitation due to the
CF of Pr.

Temperature dependence of the energies of the A-D
peaks are shown in Fig.3. Below 30K, the energy of all
peaks is almost temperature independent, but, above
30K, the energy of the A, B, and C peaks decreases
and their line width becomes broad. For the Pr2 site,
the energy interval between the B and C peaks is al-
most constant even above 30K and the energy of the
D peak does not depend on temperature. These results
suggest that the levels of Γ1, Γ

(1)
4 , and Γ23 decreases

simultaneously without any change of their energy in-
tervals. Finally, the ground state of Γ

(2)
4 is mixed with

Γ1 at about 45K for Pr2. Thus, the ground symmetry
is not well defined for T >45K. We note here the re-
sistivity shows anomalous inflection[1] at about 45K.
The relationship between the CF and resistivity is not
understood at this stage.
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Fig. 1. Representative temperature dependence of Eg spectra

of PrRu4P12. The solid arrows denote the Raman-active Eg

phonons in the high temperature phase(Im3̄), and dotted ar-

rows are phonons observed below TMI. The triangles are CF

excitations at the low energy region.
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Fig. 2. (a)Polarization dependence of the CF transition and

(b) CF levels of Pr1 and Pr2 reported by Iwasa[5].
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the CF energies. A, B, C

and D transitions are shown in Fig. 2 (b).
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